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Portraits not only capture a likeness, but offer for generations to come a glimpse into the subject's

life. Sounds like quite a challenge. But with Ann Kullberg's help, it's not as difficult as you might

think to create lifelike colored pencil portraits.Using her own beautiful portraiture for instruction and

inspiration, Kullberg walks you through the process step by step&#151;from basic information about

materials and techniques to two demonstrations that show how complete portraits come together

from beginning to end.You'll learn how to:choose the right tools and master basic

techniquescompose a portrait&#151;examples show right and wrong ways to do ituse light to create

mood in your portraitscreate a range of rich, believable skin tonespaint the face&#151;step-by-steps

of eyes, mouth, nose and ears make it easypaint realistic-looking clothing&#151;step-by-step

demos show you how to paint denim, velvet and other fabrics You'll also find Kullberg's secrets for

making your portrait come alive, along with 17 mini-demos that make it easy to paint realistic

features, hair and clothing. Inside is everything you need to get started, as well as advice and

important information on painting portraits professionally!
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I've been associated with colored pencils (Prismacolor,back when they were still Berol) since high

school so I remember the Bet Borgeson books back in the 80's...trust me,they don't hold a candle to

this book.I bought Gary Greene's "Creating textures in colored pencil" in the mid 90's and was

instantly besotted with the (unfortunately) small section devoted to Ann Kullberg and her

technique.After years of trial and error,Kullberg's common sense approach had me slapping my



head and saying, "Why didn't I think of that?" I used that section in Gary Greene's book as a

reference guide ever afterwards and was pleased when Ms Kullberg gave us a full book (this one)

showcasing her method and abilities.The illustrator Bill Nelson is probably the greatest practitioner

in the Prismacolor field today,but Ann Kullberg is without a doubt the best teacher.An Invaluable

reference guide for the prismacolor portrait artist.

I've had the book for a couple of days and I'm amazed at what a difference it has made in my

portraits! I've been drawing for many years, have taken portrait classes, and read many books.

Nothing else has had this much of an impact on my work. It is not for the beginner. You need to

have a grasp of the basic concepts of drawing, such as the proportions of the face, before you

attempt the techniques presented here. It was a joy to read.

Not too long ago I purchased both the books "Colored Pencil Portraits Step by Step" and "Capturing

Soft Realism in Colored Pencil" by Ann Kullberg via .com, and I was amazed by the quality of the

instruction contained in the books as well as the exquisite talent of Ms. Kullberg. I noticed that one

.com reviewer mentioned Ms. Kullberg offers a "companion CD" at her website to the Capturing Soft

Realism in Colored Pencil book so I thought I'd visit there.I sent an e-mail asking if she offered any

kind of video instruction for portraiture more specifically and received a prompt, pleasant reply

referring me to the new Portrait Tool Kit CD at [...] This Portrait Tool Kit CD is a must have! It offers

a variety of invaluable videos, pictures, tips, et al for creating colored pencil portraits. I was so

excited about it that I also purchased the "Little Boy" Skin Tone Portrait Kit at [...] - another must

have! - which has everything you need (aside from the colored pencils) to complete a wonderful

portrait step-by-step.What impresses me so much about Ms. Kullberg is that she's not only an

exceptional artist, but an exceptional teacher as well. All of her instructional books, videos, and kits

are designed using a friendly and comprehensive, yet, easy-to-understand approach that leaves

you feeling as if you have truly learned something valuable about the colored pencil medium as well

as art itself!

After reading the Kullberg book on colored pencil portraiture, I found myself enjoying my work more.

I have sold portraits for years and years and have never had as much fun as I am now. The

Kullberg method is so simple. Her work is beautiful. By using her methods my sales have increased

75%. I am so glad I discovered the Kullberg method. All of the years of formal art training did not

teach me what I learned from this one book. Thanks Anne!



As a mostly self taught colored pencil artist, I am so happy that I discovered Ann Kullberg's new

book. Her step by step instruction is clear and she makes it easy to understand and follow along. I

am learning how to organize and layer many different colors to achieve really beautiful skin tones

and how to use light and shadow both in photgraphing my subjects and in the drawing process to

give my portraits real personality. There are so many tips and techniques in this book, and I've

found that by using these methods my work is really improving. Thanks Ann for sharing your

experience with other artists.

Ann Kullberg's new book, "Colored Pencil Portraits Step by Step", is a complete and exciting

collection of lessons and examples on the difficult subject of portraiture. Kullberg, a full time

commission portrait artist, shares her methods and opinions in a very readable, understandable,

and unpretentious way. She covers composing a portrait, seeing the light, creating believable skin

tones, painting features and the face, painting hair, painting fabric, and putting it all together. Each

section includes demonstrations, thorough explanations, and many examples of her exquisite

artwork. The extensive discussion on skin tones is especially enlightening. In the last section, she

takes the reader through several detailed multi step demonstrations. Kullberg's enthusiasm and love

for her life's work is evident on every page. For anyone interested in drawing people with colored

pencils, this book is a must!

To me this book would be worth the price just for Kullberg's explanation of the technique of

"scumbling". Fact is though, her "skin tone color guide" is something that is equally valuable, and

well worth the time to construct (she shows how in the book)I have probably read every book on

"how to" paint in colored pencil. This one is the best published to date. Not only is it well done (and

"step by step" as the title says) but Kullberg gives examples of not just how to paint drapery, but

how to paint the various FABRICS (knits, polished, denim etc) and these are worth studying for one

simple reason; Kullberg's portraits are so lifelike that sometimes at first glance you could confuse

them with photographs. Her work is absolutely gorgeous. It REALLY gives you a benchmark to

shoot for in your own paintings. The challenge of striving for that goal can provide you with a new

excitement for your own work. I know this was bound to have been a lot of work for her to put

together, but I really hope we see more such books from her in the future !
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